Budget-Friendly Gadgets & Gear

Great Kids' Gifts

PARENTS PAGES

These unique gift ideas are sure to keep the young recipient duly
appreciative all year through - all items available from the industry
leading, award-winning online catalog CableOrganizer.com.

Kids’ mini keyboard and mouse in cool colors
Your kids will love this mini-keyboard and minimouse ensemble in cool pastel colors. This mini
keyboard and mouse combo includes Typing Fun
game software to help children learn to type.
($31.56)

Digital Stereo
Headphones
With Dual
Volume Control
A hip trend kids
love. These lightweight, closed up headphones
feature dual volume controls for balance
adjustment, and soft, foam-filled ear cushions for
hours of listening comfort. Full size ear cups isolate
outside noise. ($9.98)

Animal Clip Cord Keepers
iPod® cord control
The Cableyoyo™ POP is one nifty solution designed
to store and protect your iPod and other ear bud
cords. This tiny cord winder keeps a headset organized and ready for use, and can be fastened to a belt
clip, armband, shirt pocket, or bag. (From $9.95)

Whoomp Earbud
Enhancers
Add the Whoomp!
enhancers to your
kid's earbuds to create
a sound sensation that
not only improves sound
quality, but also makes earbuds significantly more
comfortable to wear. Fits all Apple iPod earbuds
and most round earbuds 16-17mm in diameter.
($22.85)

Make your kids’ workspace a fun place to be with
Animal Clips that not only make the space more
friendly and inviting, but also hold everything
from computer cords to pencils. From dogs and
elephants to monkeys and hippos, there is an entire
zoo worth of cute and quirky creatures to choose
from… with 30 different lovable designs, you’re
sure to find one for every young scholar on your
list. ($0.55)

Cat Cable Clips - Set of 3
These adorable cable keepers
come in a set of three to help
organize your child's desktop.
($3.99)

Allsop 'Disc Stash' CD/DVD Display Stand
Admit it, when your children are listening to music
or watching videos or playing video games, they
don’t want to stop and put discs back in their
proper cases...so they stash them somewhere and
vow to do it later. Well, here's a great place to store
them! ($7.86)
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